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LHC beam

LHCb, a single-arm forward spectrometer perfectly suited for fixed target collisions

2 < η < 5Forward acceptance:
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Tracking	system	momentum	resolution	
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Kinematics on fixed target

pp or pA collisions: 7 TeV beam on fix target

s = 2mNEp = 115 GeV

−3.0 ≤ yCMS ≤ 0 → 2 ≤ ylab ≤ 50.9 - 7 TeV

2.76 TeV

sNN ≃ 72 GeV

yCMS = 0 → ylab = 4.3

AA collisions: 2.76 TeV beam on fix target

beam-beam IP

Fixed Target 
(SMOG2)

H2, D2, He, N2, O2, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe

Large variety of atomic gas targets: 

Marginal impact on LHC beam: 
for H2: 1/elifetime > 2000 days
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Storage cell installation completed in August 2020



9 10 times faster than normal

Movie

Openable cell
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The work now continues on: 

- the Gas Feed System 
- its implementation in the LHCb DAQ and slow control 
- trigger lines 
- tracks reconstruction optimisation and ML-PID

Saverio Mariani 
                                                  

Velo Tracking Performance                                   Track extrapolation performance                                                Other studies                                           Conclusions

Velo tracking performance

7SMOG2 reconstruction performance

● Velo clustering and tracking performed with a fully-vectorized algorithm. 
● No tunings required to also include tracks coming from SMOG2 region.

● Preliminary results obtained with reconstruction in Brunel confirmed in Moore.
● Same performance for the pp and the pHe components.

(see e.g. LHCb-FIGURE-2019-007 )  

beam-target	
interaction	region	 beam-beam	

interaction	region	

VELO track efficiency 

Simultaneous run for p-gas @ 115 GeV and pp @ 14 TeV

The two systems don’t interfere each other and the reconstruction 
efficiencies stay unchanged 

The DAQ data flow increases of 1-3% only
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Simultaneous run for p-gas @ 115 GeV and pp @ 14 TeV

The two systems don’t interfere each other and the reconstruction 
efficiencies stay unchanged 

The DAQ data flow increases of 1-3% only

LHCb is the only experiment able to run both in collider 
and in fixed-target mode … simultaneously!
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Recap physics potentialities in 1 slide … details discussed in previous PBC meetings

-Advance our understanding of the gluon, antiquark and heavy quark (new rare probes) content 

in nucleons and nuclei at medium-high xBj  

-Advance our understanding of the dynamics and spin distributions of gluons inside unpolarised 

nucleons 

-Study heavy-ion collisions, between SPS and RHIC energies, at large rapidities  

-Give relevant, unique, contributions to Cosmic Ray and Astroparticle physics

J/Ψ
D0

Ψ(2S)
Υ(1S)
DYlow mass

Λ+
c

Example of reconstructed ptc 

in 1 week of data taking 

(Run3: 6h x 7d)

0.7 M
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70 k

7 k

0.3 k

0.4 k
Ar target
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The SMOG2 unpolarized gas target is not 
only a very interesting project itself, but 

provides an ideal test-bench for the R&D 
for the polarized target 

LHCspin is not yet an official LHCb programme, but 
there is strong support for R&D

14

Gas target with polarised H and D



Deeper in the 
hadronic structure

15

New breakthroughs in the field can only arise from the joint effort of experimentalists and theoreticians: the former
providing high-precision results on TMDs observables based on both consolidated and innovative experimental
approaches, the latter developing the theoretical background, the phenomenological interpretation as well as
sophisticated global analysis procedures.

The 3D-FOUNDATION project is driven by this joint effort. Its strength is based on the synergic interplay of three Work
Packages (WP):

WP1. Construction and implementation of a gaseous target internal to the LHCb experiment. This will allow the study of
unpolarized quark and gluon TMDs in hadron-hadron collisions at unique kinematic conditions.

WP2. Development of original techniques to analyze experimental data at CLAS12 and COMPASS, to facilitate TMD
extractions and pave the way to analysis at LHCb and at a future Electron-Ion Collider (EIC).

WP3. Implementation of global fit procedures and phenomenological paradigms for the physical interpretation of the
results and the elaboration of predictions for relevant observables for the experiments.

Fig. 1: 3-D structure of the proton as emerging from one of the latest global analysis.

WP1: Internal gas target for LHCb

The construction and implementation of an internal gas target at the LHC constitutes a major milestone of the project.
The LHCb detector [LHCB08], the sole forward magnetic spectrometer at the LHC, is perfectly suited for the study of
fixed target hadron-hadron collisions. A gaseous fixed target can be installed in the proximity of the nominal interaction
region, as an integration of the LHCb detector system (Fig. 2).

Presently, LHCb detects unpolarized beam-target collisions using the SMOG (System for Measuring the Overlap with
Gas) system [LHCB14]. The injected gas propagates throughout the whole length of the LHCb beam-pipe section and

Prin 2017Prin 2017 https://prin2017.cineca.it/simbad/php5/6.8/vis_modello.php?info=...

6 of 48 28/03/18, 17:10

Tomographic view of the nucleons

A.Bacchetta, Eur. Phys. J. A (2016) 52: 163 



19L.L. Pappalardo  - XXVII International Workshop on Deep Inelastic Scattering - Torino - April 8-12 2019 

Polarized Drell-Yan

Sensitive to quark TMDs up to high !"↑ through TSSAs

($: azimuthal orientation of lepton pair in dilepton CM )

Accessing the quark TMDsAccessing the quark Transverse Momentum Distribution functions (TMDs)                    
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Polarized Drell-Yan

Sensitive to quark TMDs up to high !"↑ through TSSAs

($: azimuthal orientation of lepton pair in dilepton CM )

Accessing the quark TMDs

AN =
1
P

σ↑ − σ↓

σ↑ + σ↓
Fundamental observables are several spin asymmetries
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20L.L. Pappalardo  - XXVII International Workshop on Deep Inelastic Scattering - Torino - April 8-12 2019 

Polarized Drell-Yan

Accessing the quark TMDs

arXiv:1807.00603

High precision achievable for observables connected to (e.g.) the transversity, the 
Boer-Mulders function, the pretzelosity and the Sivers TMDs 

Accessing the quark Transverse Momentum Distribution functions (TMDs)                    



… heavy quark sector                
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Such results would open a new era of 
precision measurements in spin physics 

using heavy-quark probes 



Inclusive quarkonia production in pp interaction turns out to be an ideal gluon-sensitive
observable!

25L.L. Pappalardo  - XXVII International Workshop on Deep Inelastic Scattering - Torino - April 8-12 2019 

Probing the gluon TMDs with fixed-targets at LHC 
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Phys. Rev. D 99, 036013 (2019)

Probing the gluon TMDs with fixed-targets at LHC 

21L.L. Pappalardo  - XXVII International Workshop on Deep Inelastic Scattering - Torino - April 8-12 2019 

Theory framework consolidated

…but experimental access still 
extremely limited!

Accessing the gluon TMDs                       
In high-energy hadron collisions Heavy Quarks are 
dominantly produced through gg interactions: 

The most efficient way to access the gluon dynamics 
inside the proton at LHC is to measure Heavy Flavour 
observables
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Inclusive quarkonia production in pp interaction turns out to be an ideal gluon-sensitive
observable!
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Probing the gluon TMDs with fixed-targets at LHC 
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Phys. Rev. D 99, 036013 (2019)

LHCb can measure nearly all quarkonia states (including C-even) with high precision! 
The expected yields are much larger than previous fixed-target experiments. 
Heavy mesons are unique observables, poorly accessible from other hadron-hadron experiments 
[unique channels: pseudoscalar quarkonia (η, ηc, ηc(2S),χc,b), Υ, J/Ψ, Ψ’, di−J/Ψ, Y(1,2,3S), D, B-mesons, DY (µ+µ-) ] 19

AN =
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σ↑ − σ↓

σ↑ + σ↓



20L.L. Pappalardo  - CPHI 2018  - Yerevan - September  24-28  2018

Probing the gluon PDFs

[D. Boer: arXiv:1611.06089]

Can be measured at the EIC

Can be measured at the LHC (and in particular at LHCb with SMOG2)
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Probing the gluon PDFs

[D. Boer: arXiv:1611.06089]

Can be measured at the EIC

Can be measured at the LHC (and in particular at LHCb with SMOG2)

Can be measured at the Electron Ion-Collider (EIC)

Can be measured at FT-LHCb

20

Weizsacker-Williams (WW) gluon distributions 

dipole (DP) gluon distributions 

linearly polarized gluon TMD 

unpolarized gluon TMD 

Accessing the gluon TMDs                       

47L.L.	Pappalardo		- Transversity 2017	- INFN-LNF,	Dec.	11-15	2017

Process dependence of the GSF

Can	be	measured	at	the	EIC Can	be	measured	at	the	LHCb with	a	PGT

Two	independent	gluon	Sivers functions can	be	defined	from	the	different	combinations	
of	Wilson	lines	in	the	gluon	correlator:

]Rb`^ •,• (Weizsacker-Williams	type	or	“f-type”)		→ antisymmetric	colour	structures

]Rb`^ •,ï (Dipole	s	type	or	“d-type”)	→	symmetric	colour	structures

Can	differ	in	magnitude	and	width	(!)
Can	be	probed	by	different	processes:

[D.	Boer:	arXiv:1611.06089,	D.	Boer et	al.	HEPJ	08	2016	001]
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TMDs 
(Sivers)

Sign change: 
Universality of QCD 
(indication from COMPASS and RHIC) 

The LHCspin physics program is 
complementary to that covered by the 

future EIC



Elliptic flow in ultra-relativistic collisions with polarised deuterons 

arXiv:1906.09045, 2001.10260

The collectivity phenomena are among the most interesting results achieved in the last years in the QGP physics. 

We can put this in connection with spin clarifying the nature of dynamics in small systems 
its experimental confirmation would prove the presence of the shape-flow transmutation mechanism, typical of hydrodynamic expansion, or rescattering in 
the later stages of the fireball evolution

2

FIG. 1. A schematic view of the ultra-relativistic d+A colli-
sion, where the deuteron is polarized along the axis �P per-
pendicular to the beam and has the spin projection j3 = ±1
(panel a) or j3 = 0 (panel b). During the collision a fireball is
formed, whose orientation in the transverse plane reflects the
deformation of the deuteron distribution. Via the shape-flow
transmutation, the elliptic flow is generated, with the sign as
indicated in the figure.

Our idea is based on the fact that certain light nuclei,
such as the deuteron, possess non-zero angular momen-
tum j, hence have magnetic moment and thus can be
polarized. In general, if the wave function of the nucleus
contains orbital angular momentum L > 0 components,
then the distribution of the nucleons in states with good
j3 quantum numbers is not spherically symmetric. This
allows us to control to some degree the “shape” of the nu-
clear distribution in the collision, which is the key trick
of our method.

Our basic idea is depicted in Fig. 1. The polarization
axis is chosen perpendicularly to the beam, i.e, in the
transverse plane. When the deuteron angular momen-
tum projection on this axis j3 = ±1 (panel a), then the
distribution of the nucleons at the reaction is prolate.
Upon collisions with the nucleons from the big nucleus
(the flattened disk in the figure), the formed fireball is
also prolate in the transverse plane, simply reflecting the
distribution in the deuteron. Then, if collectivity takes
over in the proceeding evolution, the elliptic flow coef-
ficient evaluated with respect to the polarization axis is
negative, v2{�P } < 0. For the state j3 = 0 (panel b),
the situation is opposite, with now an oblate shape and
v2{�P } > 0. Of course, the crucial question is the mag-
nitude of the e↵ect. We show that in fact it is within
the experimental resolution of the current experiments,
even if realistic (not 100%) polarization of the deuteron
is achieved.

The deuteron is a jP = 1+ state, with a dominant 3S1-
wave component and a few percent 3D1-wave admixture.
With these two components, the wave function with j3
projection of the total angular momentum j can be writ-
ten as

| (r; j3)i = U(r)|j = 1, j3, L = 0, S = 1i
+ V (r)|j = 1, j3, L = 2, S = 1i, (1)

where r in the relative radial coordinate, and U(r) and
V (r) are the S and D radial functions, respectively.

FIG. 2. Radial wave functions of the S-wave, U(r), and D-
wave, V (r), components of the deuteron, multiplied by the
relative radius r, taken from the parametrization provided
in [23] for the Reid93 nucleon-nucleon potential.

Explicitly, with the Clebsch-Gordan decomposition into
states |LL3i|SS3i,

| (r; 1)i = U(r)|00i|11i (2)

+ V (r)
hq

3
5 |22i|1�1i �

q
3
10 |21i|10i+

q
1
10 |20i|11i

i
,
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+ V (r)
hq

3
10 |21i|1�1i �

q
2
5 |20i|10i+

q
3
10 |2�1i|11i

i
.

Further, orthonormality of the spin parts yields the fol-
lowing expressions for the moduli squared of the wave
functions:

| (r, ✓,�;±1)|2 =
1

16⇡

⇥
4U(r)2� (3)

2
p
2
�
1� 3 cos2(✓)

�
U(r)V (r) +

�
5� 3 cos2(✓)

�
V (r)2

i
,

| (r, ✓,�; 0)|2 =
1

8⇡

⇥
2U(r)2+

2
p
2
�
1� 3 cos2(✓)

�
U(r)V (r) +

�
1 + 3 cos2(✓)

�
V (r)2

i
,

with
X

j3

| (r, ✓,�; j3)|2 =
3

4⇡
[U(r)2 + V (r)2]. (4)

We are being so explicit to point out several features.
First, the interference term between the spin |11i com-
ponents in the wave functions of Eq. (2), giving the
terms proportional to U(r)V (r) in Eq. (3), is crucial for
a significant polar angle dependence. This is because
V (r)2 ⌧ U(r)2 and the terms proportional to V (r)2 are
essentially negligible. Second, we note that the densities
of Eq. (3) are prolate for j3 = ±1, and oblate for j3 = 0
(cf. Fig. 1).
There are many parameterizations of the deuteron ra-

dial wave functions in the literature [23], yielding sim-
ilar results. Here we use the wave functions obtained
from Reid93 nucleon-nucleon potential, shown in Fig. 2.
In this parametrization, the weight of the D-wave part
in the probability distribution is

R1
0 V (r)2r2dr = 5.7%,

clearly exhibiting the strong S-wave dominance.

Ellipticities of the fireball

ultra-relativistic d+A collision, where the 
deuteron is polarised along the axis ΦP 

perpendicular to the beam

A polarised target at LHC can easily provide Pb -       collisions D↑

21
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Fig. 1. Left: A schematic view of the ultra-relativistic collision of a heavy nucleus on the deuteron target polarized along ( j3 = ±1)
and perpendicular ( j3 = 0) to the fixed polarization axis {�P}. The deformation of the created fireball in the transverse plane reflects
the intrinsic deformation of the polarized deuteron. The collective shape-flow transmutation mechanism results in the one body elliptic
flow coe�cient with respect to the polarization axis, v2{�P}, with the signs as labeled in the figure. Right: Ellipticities of the initial
condition in the fireball, evaluated with respect to the fixed polarization axis, ✏2{�P}, for Pb collisions on a polarized deuteron target atp

sNN = 72 GeV. The lower-axis coordinate is the centrality determined from the initial entropy S , whereas the top-axis coordinate is
the corresponding number of the wounded nucleons, NW . (Graphics from [2])

The planned fixed target AFTER@LHC experiments, in particular SMOG2@LHCb [3, 4, 5, 6], will be
able to study collisions of a 2.76A TeV Pb beam on fixed targets, with a possibility of using in the future
polarized hydrogen and deuterium targets [7], which can be installed during the LHC Long Shutdown 3 in
the years 2023-2025. We note that the proposed method requires a measurement of a one-body distribution
and, with a very high intensity beam, could be simply performed with minimum bias events and without
event reconstruction or pile-up corrections. Precise estimates, including hydrodynamic simulations, error
estimates, etc., are provided in [2].

An analogous e↵ect is present for collisions on other light targets with j � 1, such as 7Li, 9Be, or 10B.
Interestingly, the magnitude of the elliptic flow can be estimated from their known mean square radii and
quadrupole moments, and is sizable, even larger that for the case of the deuteron. The estimate for the
elliptic flow coe�cient evaluated with respect to the polarization axis is [2]

v2{�P} ' �k
3Q2

4Z(hr2i + 3
2 hb2i)

3 j
2
3 � j( j + 1)
j(2 j � 1)

,

where k ⇠ 0.1 is the hydrodynamic response coe�cient, Q2 is the quadrupole moment, Z is the atomic
number, and hr2i is that mean squared charge radius of the light nucleus. The quantity hb2i ⇠ 1 fm2 is the
average impact parameter squared in inelastic NN collisions. The formula holds for perfect polarization,
su�ciently central collisions, and j � 1.

If the e↵ect of the elliptic flow in polarized heavy–light collisions is indeed confirmed, it would cor-
roborate the scenario of the late-stage generation of collectivity. Other interesting opportunities emerging
from such collisions involve studies of hard probes as well as femtoscopic correlations, with appropriate
measures defined with respect to the polarization axis.

2.
16

O � 16
O collisions

Proposals to study collisions with 16O beams at the LHC [8] and at RHIC [9] are presently under serious
consideration. In this regard we have carried out an analysis of the initial state in 16O-16O in the Monte Carlo
Glauber approach [10]. Similar results in other models were presented earlier in [11, 12]. The results can be
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LHCspin represents the only way to have polarised collisions at the LHC 

However it requires a step towards a new generation of the fixed target 
polarisation techniques
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LHCspin represents the only way to have polarised collisions at the LHC 

However it requires a step towards a new generation of the fixed target 
polarisation techniques

Injected intensity of H-atoms = 6.5 1016  s-1       
Storage Cell: 30 x 1 cm2 

Achievable Luminosity  
(HL-LHC-25ns) ~ 8 x 1032 cm-2 s-1

dipole

LHC beam
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LHCspin represents the only way to have polarised collisions at the LHC 

However it requires a step towards a new generation of the fixed target 
polarisation techniques

HERMES setup
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LHCspin represents the only way to have polarised collisions at the LHC 

However it requires a step towards a new generation of the fixed target 
polarisation techniques

LHCspin

19/02/2021 1V. Carassiti - INFN Ferrara

PGT cell

Just a bit larger than SMOG2, same position

19/02/2021 12

MAGNET INFO FOR THE CELL ACCESS

coils

V. Carassiti - INFN Ferrara

yoke

- MAGNET IN TWO SEPARATED COILS

- C SHAPE YOKE OR WITH A SIDE 
REMOVABLE PLATE 
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LHCspin represents the only way to have polarised collisions at the LHC 

However it requires a step towards a new generation of the fixed target 
polarisation techniques

19/02/2021 18

ABS & BRP IN VERTICAL LAYOUT – SIDE VIEW 

V. Carassiti - INFN Ferrara

- A FITTING CONFIGURATION IS CRITICAL ON THE BOTTOM SIDE
- SPACE FOR FRAME , ASSEMBLY & HANDLING OF THE PARTS IS EASIER

- THE CELL OPENS HORIZZONTALLY
- MAGNET & PRIMARY VACUUM VESSEL ROTATE 90°

A SURVEY CHEKING THE ALLOWABLE SPACE
OF BOTH CONFIGURATIONS IS NEEDED

ABS

BR
P

1800

12
00

The LHCspin R&D is 
undoubtedly challenging …
but goes on enthusiastically

Atomic Beam Source

Breit-Rabi polarimeter



Conclusion

The SMOG2 storage cell was installed successfully  

The Gas Feed System construction goes on 

The implementation into the LHCb DAQ and slow control is proceeding well 

LHCb is potentially able to run simultaneously with two interaction points (beam-gas and beam-beam) 

A wide and interesting physics program will be accessible for the LHC Run3 

Pasquale Di Nezza
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The implementation into the LHCb DAQ and slow control is proceeding well 

LHCb is potentially able to run simultaneously with two interaction points (beam-gas and beam-beam) 

A wide and interesting physics program will be accessible for the LHC Run3 

SMOG2 is not only a very interesting project itself, but represents an ideal test-bench for the R&D of the 

polarized target  

LHCspin can transform SMOG2 in a polarised gas target: the only way to perform spin-physics 

measurements at the LHC 

The R&D calls for a new generation polarised gas target, but it will make possible, for the first time, an 

extensive spin physics program at the LHC, using new probes, and in a kinematical regime 

complementary to those covered by the existing experiments and the future EIC

Pasquale Di Nezza


